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Educational model description
the main idea of master train-

ing is maximum immersion in working 
environment, corporate culture. it also 
implies competence approach to the 
training process, which means having 
training modules to form particular 
competences [2]. for example, one of 
the declared competences is the skill 
to develop digital devices on the basis 
of programmable logic integration 
circuit (Plic). to form this competence 
the subject «design basis of systems-
on-chip» is included in the program. 
21 competences are formulated in 
the same way and are implemented 
through 1� training modules (table 1). 
Every competence corresponds to a 
number of requirements. 

our model provides the rotation 
principle inside the enterprise dur-
ing the first term. it means that every 
student should pass three departments: 
customer support, marketing and sales 
department, and production testing 
department. such rotation inside the 
company allows a master to choose the 
direction of his/her future activity. 

after the first term the group is 
divided into three sub-groups accord-
ing to the following directions:

systems-on-chip development
audio and video codec develop-
ment
sales and marketing.

Every direction has its own set 
of disciplines, which are determined 
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name of the module Short description

design basis  
of systems-on-chip

Processor modules with arM architecture. soc expansion module development. 
Prototyping for fPga. organization principles and basic elements of fPga-
macrocircuit. languages for description of digital equipment. introduction into 
VHdl, Verilog. functional, structural description and development stages of a digital 
device. design of system for digital signal processing.  cad modeling of digital 
devices.

design of radio 
electronic means

the module contains three directions: microelectronics, pc card and mechanics of 
the body. these directions study the following issues: materials, technologic process, 
productivity, electromagnetic compatibility etc.

systems-on chip 
architecture

digital signal processors classification. digital signal processors architecture and 
their peculiarities. development and implementation of algorithm of digital signal 
processor considering its architecture. architecture of general-purpose processors 
arM, MiPs. cross-platform compiling, remote debugging. digital signal processor 
emulation and simulation.

Basis of audio- and 
video data compression

Basic concepts, color spaces, reception psycho models, quality notion. digital 
processing of images. theory of multimedia file and stream compression: 
compression with loss, compression without loss. discrete cosine transform, fractal 
image compression, discrete wavelet transform, quantization scalar and vector. 
Video/audio compression standards. MPEg standards. data multiplexing and 
synchronizing.

dVB digital video 
broadcast standards 

use and peculiarities of dVB-systems. transport streams for reporting digital 
multimedia data. coding and organization of digital data. Preprocessing. Error 
correcting codes. 

operating systems functions and architecture requirements to os. Processes and streams. time 
distributing of the processor. Memory architecture. Virtual memory. External device 
operation. Principles of computer system benchmark evaluation. Multiprocessing 
os structure. communication means of multicomputer system. Virtualization 
technologies. Protection of os objects. Peculiarities of embedded os and real-time 
oss.

iP nets Basis of computer nets. Physical level technologies. information channel operation. 
local nets. level of network protocol. level of transport protocol. structure of an 
application layer and joint functioning of ulP.

iPtV technology iPtV complex architecture: middleware, reception sub-systems, subsystems of 
processing, retranslation and protection of content, subsystems of quality monitoring 
of streams and customers’ equipment. services: Vod, tVoiP, time shifted tV, nPVr, 
EPg, nVod. interactive and integrated services. Extra services: Video telephony, 
Voting, information Portals, Web, games. advantages of iPtV if compared with 
cabled and satellite tV. Web-tV. Broadcasting on HttP protocol. rtMP protocol, its 
implementation and use prospects.

Programming languages 
and technologies

c/c++ and other contemporary programming languages. coM, soM, coBra. 
structural, declarative and functional programming. design patterns, abstraction 
layers, interfaces and contracts, error processing. refactoring, specification of action 
sequences. stages and types of software testing. Programming culture. support systems 
and development of software projects. Effective use of c++ mechanisms. 

object-focused 
methods of analysis, 
programming and 
design

Basic elements of object-focused approach to the software development. development 
of methods of object-focused analysis and design. unified Modeling language (uMl). 
direct and reverse engineering. code re-use engineering. typical structural, generating 
and management design techniques. standard techniques of organization of software 
architecture. the concept of independent architecture layers. Peculiarities of Web-
applications architecture structure. 

translation techniques translation aim. types of translation (compiling, interpretive translation, emulation, 
cross-compiling). formal languages theory, generating grammars. finite-state 
grammars, finite automation, lexical analysis. context-free grammar, derivation 
trees, push-down automaton. ll(1) – parser. Postfix line and its generation by ll(1) 
– parser. generated code optimization. 

table 1.
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technology of creating 
commercial software

software product market research. software production process stages. cost 
estimation of commercial software product. advertisement and software promotion 
on the market. sales techniques.

Parallel programming Basic notions, terms and basic laws of parallel processing of information. review 
of formal models of parallel systems and processes. connection between elements 
of parallel systems. net link metrics. functions of data routing. static and dynamic 
layout of communication nets. conveyer computers. superscalar processors: 
their architecture. cisc and risc architectures. Program optimization. Hardware 
optimization. siMd computing systems. Vector processor. computing acceleration in 
vector processors. the structure of matrix computing system. stream and reduction 
computing systems. adaptation of sequential programs to parallel architectures. 
languages and libraries of parallel programming.   

by individual curriculum. one and the 
same subject can be often met in the 
syllabus of both technical directions. 

a typical thing for the education 
process is weekly-held seminars where 
the masters report on the process and 
results of their researches. current edu-
cational issues and problems are also 
discussed on the seminars. such semi-
nars and masters’ reports are beneficial 
not only for current control but also for 
good feedback that provides content 
correction of the program. 

apart from the special modules, 
the program includes the English 
language. the practical training is car-
ried out by a teacher who has good 
language experience. the practical 
training is mostly focused on listening 
and understanding authentic dialogues, 
news, tV programs connected with the 
sphere of the enterprise activity: digital 
tV, multimedia data compression etc. 
such attention to the foreign language 
is conditioned first of all by the require-
ment to modern professional envi-
ronment: any successful it-specialist 
should know English well. the students 
of the program have the possibility to 
take part in annual international exhibi-
tions where they can communicate 
with foreign customers of the enter-
prise. during such communication it is 
important not only to understand the 
questions asked, but also to be able to 
describe the advantages and peculiari-
ties of the software and hardware solu-
tions made by our company. 

like any social environment, 
the model under consideration has 
its system of incentives and penal-
ties. one of the encouragements is the 
exhibition activity mentioned above. 
financial stimulus for the best students 
is more significant: they have increased 
university scholarship and salary of the 
enterprise.

Problems of the model  
implementation

Most part of the model described 
above has being implemented since the 
1st of september 2010. However, like 
any real system, it has some problems.

firstly, it is student quality. in 
spite of high requirements of the pro-
gram to the applicants not everybody 
meets them. the reason is more likely 
the lack of time for admission rather 
than defects of admission testing. 

secondly, the degree of student 
immersion in this or that subject is still 
unclear. for example, what level of 
communicative skills should a develop-
er of devices based on programmable 
logic circuits have? there is an opinion 
that it is useful for students to know 
all the subjects they are taught. in this 
case a student spends a lot of time 
on subjects he/she doesn’t like. this 
time could be spent on more profes-
sion-focused (oriented) courses. this 
problem refers directly to the education 
model and should be solved while the 
discussion between the university and 
company representatives. one of the 
solutions might be the possibility for 
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the student to attend non-core subjects 
in reduced volume.  

thirdly, heads of the departments 
don’t pay enough attention to the ro-
tated students. not all the heads would 
agree spending a lot of working time 
with students. Even less would give 
them serious tasks (problem) risking to 
fail it because of students’ lack of expe-
rience. such problem can be solved at 
the enterprise level. 

naturally, the whole set of prob-
lems includes more than these three 
points. there are minor problems that 
are solved in the course of the program. 
time will certainly show even more 
obstacles but they all can be solved if 
the university and business find com-
mon ground.
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